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Abstract: Computer-Aided Semiosis (CAS) is a concept coined by a team of researchers a couple of years ago. Since it is a promising domain due to the fact that responds to actual trans-cultural communication needed in the broad-band society - where often the message behind the words does not come clear - the subject ought being inquired more detailed as promised in other papers of the same authors. This interesting idea was inspired from Eco’s theory of communication which states that the receiver "fills the message with significance"; hence it is vital for any communication and is strongly dependent on the cultures involved. In line with Eco’s theory, the research in this area must be trans-disciplinary and anthropocentric. In the intention of narrowing the existing gap between the technological offers and user expectations the macro-architectural feature is that translation will progress from textual, semantically correct, to multimodal, culturally adequate, based on common concepts and "grammar" (rules to combine them into meaningful sentences); thus, this paper will present possible approaches towards the implementation of CAS. Given the fact the ontologies are considered to be the pillars of Semantic Web but also a key tool in implementing CAS, both will be a subject of this paper in the light of finding an implementation solution.

The paper is structured on five sections: the first will present the defining aspects of the concept relating it with previous research; the second section will deal with CAS approach and architecture, following with the state of the art regarding ontologies and their relation with Semantic Web. Among the conclusions, one is already noticeable: CAS could not be possible without a trans-cultural ontology.
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1 Introduction

The key to effective online cross-cultural communication is a well-designed transcultural ontology which to help in disambiguating between concepts that seem alike but their meaning differs from culture to culture; this tool is intended to be developed in the following years by a team of young researchers in order to substantiate and implement a new and innovative concept in the field of HCI: computer-aided semiosis (CAS).
University of Colorado, USA developed a study regarding cross-cultural communication strategy and came up with the conclusion that often intermediaries who are familiar with both cultures can be helpful in cross-cultural communication situations. They can translate both the substance and the manner of what is said. For instance, they can tone down strong statements that would be considered appropriate in one culture but not in another, before they are given to people from a culture that does not talk together in such a strong way. They can also adjust the timing of what is said and done. Some cultures move quickly to the point; others talk about other things long enough to establish rapport or a relationship with the other person. If discussion on the primary topic begins too soon, the group that needs a "warm up" first will feel uncomfortable. A mediator or intermediary who understands this can explain the problem, and make appropriate procedural adjustments [4].

The results of this study can be as well applied in ICT due to the fact that online cross-cultural communication could also use virtual intermediaries which to have access to a transcultural ontology assisting thus the user grasping the right meaning of a certain message, i.e. in written (chat), spoken (voice) and/or visual form.

In the light of the earlier scan, this paper will present possible approaches towards the implementation of CAS. Since the ontologies are thought to be the pillars of the Semantic Web but also an important tool in implementing CAS, both will be key-subjects of this paper in the quest of finding an implementation solution.

The paper is structured on five sections: the second will present the defining aspects of the concept relating it with previous research; the third will deal with CAS rational and approach, following with the state of the art regarding ontologies and their relation with Semantic Web. Among the conclusions, one is already easily remarked: at the online level, communication can be impaired not only by the cultural differences but also by a wide range of differences such as race, age, sex, profession, religion or disabilities; in this regard, if the transcultural ontology will prove its efficiency in disambiguating cultural concepts, consequently other ontologies could be also implemented for aiding the online communication process between different users.

2 Defining the Concepts in line with History

According to modern paradigms, the goal of using ICTs is "obtaining a service from a huge palette of available ones" and the means is "interacting with an entity". The "entity" is either a human (e.g. when speaking via mobile phones) or a device (e.g. when buying travel documents via computers) [1]. Therefore there are three possible ways of communication as described in [1]: a) "face to face", b) "face to interface", c) "interface to interface" in the near future context of semantic web, domain ontologies and so forth.

very agent metaphor. Thus, when users employ agents (in whatever domain of activity) they expect: a) personalization (agents act considering the specific momentary needs of their clients); b) authorization (agents act on behalf of their clients, within the limits stipulated by the hiring agreement); and c) competence. In short, the agent metaphor suggests that "I hire an agent when I do not have enough time or lack competence to handle the problem myself" [1]. As regards the interface agents, the emphasis is on the interface, entailing that the agent remains hidden (i.e., the users perceive just a "smarter functionality", no "pseudoavatars" [10] intervening in a human-to-human dialogue) [1]. Considering these features, one can say that an agent, or more specific an interface agent can act like a smart mediator which to have access to knowledge (i.e. ontology) and by using it efficiently to "translate" to the user only the meaningful messages, saving a lot of time that otherwise would have been wasted. In the 21st century time is money therefore it is vital mostly in the business sector but not restricted to.

Online communications nowadays means more than a showy website and a newsletter. If
new web-based technologies are joint with a society that is rapidly getting to think of online interactions as just as authentic as face-to-face ones, one has the possibility of radically easing the communication even in difficult (but frequent) circumstances, like those involving cross-cultural interaction ([2], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]) as debated and probed in previous paper of the authors.

In our previous researches we approached the transcultural interfaces’ subject which could be explained in human-to-human communication as a progression from textual (semantically correct) conversions to multimodal (culturally adequate) ones [2], based on the concept of CAS. Since at this research stage the experimental models presented in the related papers are not agent-oriented, the reference to "agents" is found only in [1] and regards conceptual aspects as well as future development.

Thus far, the emphasis in our research was put on transcultural which represents the ability of people belonging to different cultures to communicate efficiently preserving in the same time their cultural identity [2]. This concept will be further on related with ontology which together, i.e. transcultural ontology, will embody the tool by which CAS could be validated as a possible new and challenging domain of HCI.

3 Rationale and Approach

As depicted from the title this paper intends to draw the sketch of what it should be the onward study on the implementation/validation of CAS. Since the prime motives because of which we started this endeavour was already stated in the previous papers of this team, it is redundant to re-state them; instead this paper is set to focus on the approach and methods.

Since CAS was designed from an anthropocentric perspective, meaning to provide an assistance (i.e. an interface agent which to access a transcultural ontology, transferring the user only meaningful messages), lessening the linguistic hurdles (such as the traduttore-traditore effect), the logocratic pressure of (spoken or written) text, response time criticality, as well as the danger of distortions and noise, via a major upgrade in communication granularity: (one) idea instead of (many) words [9].

The ongoing study should be approached from a trans-disciplinary perspective, in respect with both humanists (i.e. linguists, psychologists) and technologists (i.e. ontology, interface designers and so on). When creating the ontology, the designer should bear in mind the way users and agents may "think"; how an user creates meaning from a piece of image of some sings (i.e. words) and how an interface agent does the same job effortlessly on the contrary. Though, do an agent depict the meaning same accurate as a human does? Or maybe detecting the true meaning of a message is even more endangered by human’s scrambled mind which is very much contextual, in opposition with an interface agent which will act and respond based only on the given ontology and some very specific rules, and hence the probability to fail giving the expected meaning will be smaller. These are all questions which can not be answered at this point, some answers will be empirically uncovered, some may prove to be exactly contradictory with those thought in the first place. After all, this is what academically we call exploratory research. The approach will be adapted step by step base on the further findings.

4 Ontology. State of the art

People are able to use the Web in order to complete tasks such as finding the Icelandic word for "alphabet", reserving a plane ticket, or searching for a low price for an e-book. Still, computers cannot perform the same tasks without human direction because web pages are designed to be
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read by people, not machines. The semantic web is a vision of information that is understandable by computers, so that they can perform more of the dull work involved in finding, sharing, and combining information on the web [3].

The vision of Tim Berners-Lee regarding semantic web [3]: "I have a dream for the Web (in which computers) become capable of analyzing all the data on the Web - the content, links, and transactions between people and computers. A 'Semantic Web', which should make this possible, has yet to emerge, but when it does, the day-to-day mechanisms of trade, bureaucracy and our daily lives will be handled by machines talking to machines. The 'intelligent agents' people have touted for ages will finally materialize" is related in this study with Eco's semiosis theory (which states that the receiver "fills the message with significance" [5]), meaning that on the same features' as semantic web's CAS could be implemented but using instead a dedicated/personalized ontology based on which to develop the "translation process".

An ontology is a formal representation of a set of concepts within a domain and the relationships between those concepts [17]. The ontology envisioned by this research team is based on the idea of Maya script (a logographic type of script which used both logograms and syllabic characters [16]) by replacing, where possible, the words with images as in the catchphrase: "a picture it is worth a thousand words". Figure 1 illustrates the way the correspondence between a word-based ontology and an image-based ontology can be created, of course, the example given in this paper is very much simplified. The demarcation line was traced in order to separate the abstract and the concrete synonyms of the word apple. On one side of the line there can be easily remarked every-day interpretations of the word apple, which can without any doubt be recognized by anyone. On the other side, the other interpretations depict more abstract representations of the word apple which require a higher level of knowledge in order to be grasped, i.e. the apple polisher, the temptation (religiously), Wilhelm Tell representation (historically), Newton's gravitation theory (physical sciences), "an apple a day keeps the doctor away" (health idiom); the point is that the ontology must be trans-disciplinary and trans-culturally created in order to gather all the possible meanings and definitions for a word/concept. Disambiguation can further on continue and the figure presented above be expanded with other concepts and relation between them. An example at hand for expanding the ontology would be adding other characteristics for the fruit apple such as variety name (e.g. Granny Smith, Pink Lady, Red Delicious, Golden Delicious and so on), colour (e.g. red, green, pink, yellow), taste (e.g. sour, sweet, etc.). Also, in order to disambiguate AppleŽ's logo there can be made a separation between the old and the new logos. An important disambiguation which must be made in the first place is between English word apple and Swedish word äpple which happens to mean the same thing but they belong to different cultures which can generate later on other misunderstanding problems.

Briefly, the implementation of CAS will follow this ontology framework where the icon position has syntactic role (in line with ontology rules) and semantic role for CAS (to reduce the differences between "intentio auctoris" and "intentio lectoris") [2]. This kind of ontology based on visual rules can be further enhanced by using animations instead of images.

Considering this idea, the role of the interface agent will be to "translate". In German, the verb "to translate" means "übersetzen", the reason for this association is that in its most basic visualization, the German word means "to carry something from one side of the river to the other side of the river". In opposition the English word "to translate" does not immediately evoke the same image in the mind. In German, one can say: "mit der Fähre den Fluss übersetzen" which would literally mean: "to translate the river on a ferry boat". Anyway the translator so to name it must take in consideration both cultures from which to which the translation is being made; one must know that ad literam translation doesn't apply especially when a more subtle message (culturally dependent) must be transmitted, therefore the visualisation of the word "übersetzen" (to move from one side of the river to the other side of the river) leads to
several important insights into the nature of translation. In this context, the role of the agent is carrying something across the river, whether it is from here to there or from there to here. The cargo can have a multiplicity of shapes: the description of a technological object, a cultural or historical phenomenon, a poetic image, a metaphorical expression, or a human emotion, to name only a few; the parameters of each word are quite fragile; no two people will take the exact same meaning from a word [14], so the interface agent will have the hardest ever job, to extract the meaning of a message taking into consideration the transcultural ontology in line with the cultural background of both users involved in the communication process.

In order to validate CAS concept as a possible new subdomain of HCI, the researches have to focus from now on, on the implementation by creating a transcultural ontology on the framework presented in the previous section involving in this process preferable a trans-disciplinary team of researchers (linguists, psychologists, anthropologists, designers, programmers and so on) - by keeping in mind the fact that an ontology deals with the nature of existence so it is a too impressive domain to be approached only by a team of thrilled researchers, willing to take the burden of exploratory research.

The future work will consider refining the ontology framework and hopefully in three-year time span (during the PhD studies of the first author) the objectives to be fulfilled involving European teams of researchers interested in this kind of projects.
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Figure 1: Example of architecture for CAS\(^1\)
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